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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS: 

1. Master Guides - We've brought together extraordinary guides who have made an art out of tracking. 

2. Un-habituated Wildlife - Game in remote areas is less used to human presence so you see true "wild" behaviour. 

3. Avoid the Crowds - Nsefu Sector has only 2 lodges, Busanga Plains 2 lodges, compared to Mfuwe with 25+ lodges. 

4. Jeep, Walking & Canoe Safaris - for the broadest diversity of game and a more intimate safari experience. 

5. No Jeep Competition - You won't be part of 5-30 jeeps chasing a lion, as is now common in much of Africa. 

FACTS: 

DESTINATIONS ACCOMMODATION NIGHTS MEALS 

Lusaka  Palmwood Lodge 1 Night DBB 

Kafue National Park Kasabushi Camp 4 Nights DBB 

Livingstone Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safar 2 Nights DBB 

Upper Zambezi  Ngonye River Camp 1 Night DBB 

 Liuwa Plains National Park Liseli Lodge 1 Night DBB 

 Liuwa Plains National Park Kwale Community Camp 4 Nights DBB 

Liuwa Plains National Park Liseli Lodge  1 Night DBB 

TOUR DETAILS: 

The Kokomo Safari takes you to the vast Kafue National Park and the pristine wilderness of Liuwa Plains National Park in Western Zambia. Here 

you will witness the second largest wildebeest migration in Africa. These national parks are just waiting to be discovered. 
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ITINERARY (DAY BY DAY): 

DAY 1: AIRPORT TO LUSAKA 

 Accommodation: Palmwood Lodge 

Guest will be picked up from “Kenneth Kaunda” International Airport. From here it is a short drive to hotel where you are booked 

for the first night. If possible, he will do a little sightseeing in Lusaka, but it is depending on your time of arrival. Upon arrival guest will 

visit to a local Cultural village tepending on their arrival time. 

Overnight: Palmwood Lodge 

Palmwood Lodge is an institution for Lusaka. Grown since 1998 when it was established from a family house into a 38 bedroom 

lodge. The lodge is like an oasis on the outskirts of the busy Zambian capital, Lusaka. The Palmwood Lodge offers everything the 

modern traveller requires including comfortable rooms in 4 different categories, 24-hour reception, a restaurant, room service, a 

lounge, bar, conference and events venues for up to 300 people, a garden stage for concerts and weddings, an entertainment 

area, swimming pool, kids playground, gym, wireless internet and a jewellery shop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Kafue National Park  Kasabushi Camp 2 Nights DBB 

Lusaka Pioneer Safari Lodge 1 Night DBB 
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DAY 2: LUSAKA TO KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 320KM / 5HRS. 

 Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp, Kafue National Park / Similar 

This morning guest will have breakfast and check out from Latitude 15°.you will drive leaving Lusaka towards Kafue NP. The 

destination is Ila Safari Lodge, on the banks of the Kafue River. You will go on a sunset cruise on the Kafue River to get a first 

impression of the area. You are staying in Luxury En-suite Safari Tents at Ila Safari Lodge 
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DAY 3: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

 Accommodation:, Kasabushi Camp, Kafue National Park / Similar 

Guest will have a nice breakfast in the morning then go on a game drive activity and go on a guided bush walk on the Busanga 

Plains. Or, simply relax at the camp by taking a dip in the pool or reading a book on our viewing platform overlooking the Plains. 

The Busanga Plains area consists of an extensive floodplain that falls dry after the rainy season, attracting huge numbers of game 

and stunning birdlife. It is no surprise that Getaway magazine mentioned Busanga as one of the ‘top 10 secret gems of Africa’. 

 DAY 4-5: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

 Guest will have a nice breakfast in the morning and go on a game drive. 

Overnight: Kasabushi Camp 

Kasabushi Camp is a Bush Camp in the wild zone of the Central Kafue National Park. It began with a superb campsite that opened 

in April 2014 and the main bush camp will consist of 4 en-suite tents with all the creature comforts of a lodge on a full-board basis. 
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DAY 6: KAFUE TO LIVINGSTONE (VICTORIA FALLS) 

Accommodation: Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safari 

Guest will be transferred to to the hotel in Livingstone, and around 16:00 guest will go on an African Queen Sunset Cruise on the 

Zambezi, including transfers, snacks & local beverages. Livingstone (Victoria Falls) Located near the Zambezi River in southwestern 

Zambia, the bustling town of Livingstone is famous as the home of the magnificent Victoria Falls. One of the original natural 

wonders of the world, the World Heritage Site is known locally as ‘The Smoke that Thunders’. This spectacle is accessible from both 

Zambia and Zimbabwe and is an ideal place to combine game viewing and water sports. 
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 DAY 7: LIVINGSTONE (VICTORIA FALLS) 

Guest will have breakfast and go on a guided tour of the falls on the Zambian side (you also have Unlimited access to the Eastern 

Cataract of The Falls and park fees). A choice of an Elephant Back Safari OR a 15-minute Flight of Angels over The Victoria Falls. 

Overnight: Mosi-Oa-Tunya Walking Safari 

Enjoy a 3 hour leisurely walk in the Mosi-oa-Tunya Park led by a professional guide and Park Scout. Experience up-close encounters 

with the endangered White Rhino and other wildlife, including Buffalo, Hippo, Impala and Warthog. The extensive knowledge of 

the Guide is not just about the many species of animals and birds but also about the wide variety of trees and plant life along with 

their local medicinal properties and uses. 
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DAY 8: LIVINGSTONE TO UPPER ZAMBEZI 

This Morning Guest will have breakfast and Enjoy the drive along the mighty Zambezi River westward. Our next stopover is the 

Ngonye Falls at the Zambezi River. We will visit the Ngonye Falls and going to explore the surrounding areas. The Ngonye Falls / 

Sioma Rapids offering excellent birding and Otters are a common site in the river. We are camping at the public camping site of 

the Ngonye Falls National Park. You can give us a hand when setting up the tents. 

Overnight: Ngonye River Camp 
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DAY 9: UPPER ZAMBEZI TO LIUWA PLAINS NATIONAL PARK 

This Morning Guest will have breakfast and drive to Mongu, the capital of Western Province, is overlooking the Barotse Floodplains. 

We are getting some fresh supplies and refuel for the next part of our Pizi Safari. When the Zambezi waters filling the Barotse 

Floodplain the Litunga, the King of the Lozi, will leave his lowland palace and moves to the higher grounds. This annual ceremony is 

called “Kuomboka”. It usually takes place in April. 

Overnight: Liseli Lodge 

Liseli Lodge is in a peaceful suburb of Mongu, where guests will find an oasis of calm and tranquillity. Equipped with all the facilities 

needed to have a relaxing, stress-free stay in the true heart of Zambia. 
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DAY 10: LIUWA PLAINS NATIONAL PARK TO LIUWA PLAINS NATIONAL PARK 

 Accommodation: Kwale Community Camp, Liuwa Plains National Park / Similar 

Guest will have the have breakfast drive across the Barotse Floodplains towards Kalabo. In Kalabo we register at the African Parks 

office and after crossing the Luanginga River head into Liuwa Plains National Park. The next days we are going to spend on game 

drives in search for the Wildebeest and Spotted Hyenas. African Buffalo and Lion were reintroduced into the Liuwa Plains National 

Park. The park is known for its flocks of Cranes too. 
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DAY 11: LIUWA PLAINS NATIONAL PARK 

 Accommodation: Kwale Community Camp 

This Morning Guest will have breakfast and go on a Game drive and will be back before lunch and in the afternoon go on a walk. 

Later afternoon goes on a game drive before dinner 
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DAY 12-13: LIUWA PLAINS NATIONAL PARK 

Accommodation: Kwale Community Camp, Liuwa Plains National Park / Similar 

Guest will have breakfast and go on a morning game drive and be back around lunch and again go on an afternoon game 

drive. 

Overnight: Kwale Community Camp  

 

DAY 14: LIUWA PLAINS NATIONAL PARK TO KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 394 KM 

Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp 

This morning guest will have breakfast and check out from Latitude 15°.you will drive leaving Lusaka towards Kafue NP. The 

destination is Ila Safari Lodge, on the banks of the Kafue River. You will go on a sunset cruise on the Kafue River to get a first 

impression of the area. You are staying in Luxury En-suite Safari Tents at Ila Safari Lodge 

Distance: 320km / 5hrs. 

Overnight: Liseli Lodge 
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Liseli Lodge is in a peaceful suburb of Mongu, where guests will find an oasis of calm and tranquillity. Equipped with all the facilities 

needed to have a relaxing, stress-free stay in the true heart of Zambia. 

 

 DAY 15: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp 

This morning guest will have breakfast and check out from Latitude 15°.you will drive leaving Lusaka towards Kafue NP. The 

destination is Ila Safari Lodge, on the banks of the Kafue River. You will go on a sunset cruise on the Kafue River to get a first 

impression of the area. You are staying in Luxury En-suite Safari Tents at Ila Safari Lodge 
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DAY 16: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK 

Accommodation: Kasabushi Camp 

Guest will have a nice breakfast in the morning then go on a game drive activity and go on a guided bush walk on the Busanga 

Plains. Or, simply relax at the camp by taking a dip in the pool or reading a book on our viewing platform overlooking the Plains. 

The Busanga Plains area consists of an extensive floodplain that falls dry after the rainy season, attracting huge numbers of game 

and stunning birdlife. It is no surprise that Getaway magazine mentioned Busanga as one of the ‘top 10 secret gems of Africa’. 

Overnight: Kasabushi Camp 

Kasabushi Camp is a Bush Camp in the wild zone of the Central Kafue National Park. It began with a superb campsite that opened 

in April 2014 and the main bush camp will consist of 4 en-suite tents with all the creature comforts of a lodge on a full-board basis. 
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DAY 17: KAFUE NATIONAL PARK TO LUSAKA 

 Accommodation: Pioneer Safari Lodge, Lusaka / Similar 

Guest will have a nice breakfast will reach Lusaka and we close our big circle around Western Zambia. Depending on the time we 

arrive in Lusaka we can visit the Kabwata Cultural Village, where local artists showcase their skills in wood carving, painting, metal 

works. Other optional activities are a visit of the National Museum. 

Overnight: Pioneer Safari Lodge 

Located in Lusaka, Zambia, Pioneer Safari Lodge is situated approximately thirty minutes from Lusaka Airport. A range of 

accommodation types is available, ranging from a family cottage, chalets, and tents. 

Guests can enjoy relaxing at the onsite swimming pool or having a drink at the bar. A variety of different walking trails are 

accessible to guests from the lodge. Amenities include a library area, curio shop, Wi-Fi, and onsite restaurant. 
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Day 18: Lusaka To Airport 20km 

 This safari ends after breakfast. We will take you to the airport for your flight back home or to connect to another destination. 
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INCLUDE: 

 Qualified professional driver guide 

 Vehicle / fuel 

 Park entrance fees as per itinerary 

 Passenger liability 15% 

 VAT 2% tourism levy 

 Airport transfers 

 Accommodation 

 Breakfast and Dinner for the Client 

EXCLUDE: 

 Expenses of personal nature 

 Entrance fees not mentioned in the itinerary 

 Meals not mentioned 

 Drinks at lodges and on road 

 Optional excursions and activities 

 Tips for tour guides 

 International flights and airport taxes 

 Items not mentioned in the itinerary 

 HOW TO BOOK AND HOW TO PAY: 

To reserve this tour, a payment of 30% of the total price must be made at the time of reservation. The balance of 70% can be made 30 days before the departure of your tour. Your 

deposit can either be made through a Bank Transfer, with the addition of a 45 US Dollar fee or by Credit Card which incurs an additional bank charge of 3.5%. 


